
CAC Meeting, February 7, 2022

Virtually attending: CAC members Jamie, Wally, Choral, David, Amy, Colleen, Kim, Erin,
Jane, and Jono. Guest attendees: J Hoffman, Planning Board Clerk and Jay Lorenz,
prospective CAC member. Meeting commenced at 6:30pm

We welcomed J Hoffman and Jay Lorenz and heard brief introductions from them.

We approved the January 3, 2022 meeting minutes.

Planning Board Issues—There was a brief discussion of the Iron Star Project. A new
Iron Star site plan is being revised and will be presented at the March Planning Board
meeting. We also discussed the Schneeberger gravel mining proposal. A resolution is
being prepared by attorneys for the applicant and John Lyons, the Ancram attorney.
Remaining legal questions re. the mining versus agriculture controversy are also being
resolved.

J Hoffman and CAC members discussed how we can improve the communication
between the CAC and the Planning Board and how the CAC can contribute effectively
to Planning Board decision making. We agreed that a hired planner to help with
complex applications would be very helpful since a respected outside authority would
help build consensus. We discussed ways to help determine which applications should
receive CAC review. We currently rely on Erin and Colleen to highlight applications
that need environmental review for us. We thanked J for copying the CAC more
frequently about Planning Board meetings and applications.

Zoning Revisions Committee is currently engaged in editing and clearing up loose ends
in the final revisions of their recent zoning revisions. We asked Kim to update us on
the status of the commercial logging revisions that the CAC has proposed.

Salamander Crossings in Ancram—Jamie has proposed that we have a couple of CAC
outings in Ancram in search of salamanders as they migrate in the early spring. Jamie
will select an active road crossing site such a Four Corners Road. Jamie will also review
the volunteer information from DEC in order to safely lead this night outing. Saving
salamanders from being crushed would be a refreshing change of pace from our many
writing and consulting projects. We will take an informal approach the first year. In
subsequent years, we can encourage more public education and participation.



Climate Smart Community Task Force and CAC Recommendations for Ancram’s
Climate Smart Community Certification and Climate Preparedness—Colleen prepared
a very useful draft of three major projects/recommendations to address CSC
certification and climate resilience for Ancram. We discussed these three projects
which include: 1) development of a floodplain management plan; 2a) a climate
vulnerability assessment and 2b) a community greenhouse gas inventory; and 3) public
outreach and engagement. We heartily endorsed Colleen’s and the CSCTF’s climate
recommendations/projects. We also noted that the role of the CAC in the first two
projects should be advisory while we can take on a leadership role with public
outreach and engagement.

Next CAC meeting is Monday, March 7, 2022 via Zoom

Meeting adjourned at 8:05pm.


